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Modular Components Deliver High-Performance Solutions

Today’s increasingly feature-packed plastic products beneﬁt tremendously from the right hot runner solution. Increasing resin costs and
the complexity of engineered materials only compound this challenge.
From hot sprue bushings to turnkey hot halves, DME offers a wide
range of solutions to almost any molding application.

Modular Components Deliver High-Performance Solutions

Get the modular advantage with DME hot runner systems
DME’s newest family of hot runner systems are built on an architecture of modular components so we can quickly custom conﬁgure a
system that is ideal for your application. With the tremendous time
pressures on moldmakers today, our modular architecture enables
industry-leading delivery times. This modular approach shortens
delivery, improves cost-effectiveness and optimizes performance.
DME’s Meteor and Stellar hot runner systems offer standardized
products, custom-conﬁgured to each application in only a few days.

Our dedicated team of application engineers
works to understand the critical variables of
your molding equation.
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Micromolding solutions
As plastic parts get smaller and more complex, micromolding solutions
become more challenging. DME Stellar Hot Runner Systems were
designed for the demands of very small part molding with engineered
or commodity materials. The Stellar hot runner system is available for
applications with center-to-center dimensions as close as 17mm.

Hot Runner Systems

Here are a few areas in which our global capabilities make hot runner
solutions more efﬁcient and more economical.

Application engineered solutions
As an industry leader in hot runner systems, DME is able to offer our
customers a comprehensive resource for hot runner solutions. Our
dedicated team of application engineers works to understand the
critical variables of your molding equation and engineer a hot runner
system solution that is optimal for your project.
Powerful custom manufacturing capabilities
For more complex, custom and even high cavitation applications,
DME offers extensive manufacturing capabilities enabling complete,
custom solutions. For example, turnkey hot half systems — fully
assembled, wired, and electrically tested — are ready to drop in
with no machining and minimal installation demands.
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